Introduction
Currently, the development of parallel programs primarily takes place in low-level machine-specific programming languages since these are typically the only languages supported on parallel machines. In this setting, prototyping is a painful process, since small changes in the high-level approach precipitate a flood of changes in low-level details. To make things worse, little or none of this effort may be portable to other settings.
Pt-o~eusl is a high-level language designed for the prototyping of parallel computations [MNP+91, NP92] . A Profeus program specifies parallelism in a high-level artd machine-independent fashion. The parallel semantics of such a program can be simulated sequentially, to observe its behavior and make measurements of machine-independent characteristics such as total work and available concurrency. Actual parallel execution on a parallel machine can be obtained by direc(ed transjlormation of the prototype to place it in a restricted form that can then be translated directly to a low-level (possibly machine specific) programming language. We use the KIDS
[Smith90] interactive program development system to manage the transformation and translation process.
In this fashion, a high-level prototype parallel computation can be experimentally developed and subsequently refined into a parallel program executing on a parallel machine.
In this paper, we are concerned with the directed transformation of data-parallel Proteus programs. The data-parallel constructs of Proteus permit the construction and manipulation of aggregate values (e.g. sets and sequences) and, in particular, include the ability to apply an arbitrary function to each element of an aggregate value to yield an aggregate result.
High-level programming languages like APL [Iver62] and SETL [Schw70] pioneered the inclusion of dataparallel constructs to gain expressive power by bringing the languages closer to familiar and powerful mathematical notations. The aggregate in the original APL language was the flat array, an array whose elements are all scalar values. To obtain fully general data-parallelism, in which any function including dataparallel functions can be applied in a data-parallel fashion, requires nested aggregates, in which elements may themselves be aggregates.
A nested array foundation for APL was described by [More79] , and can be found in NIAL, APL2, J, SETL and FP [Back781. Although fully general data-parallel programs are conveniently specified in these languages, they are not executed in parallel. This is due to implicit serial dependencies in the specification of apply-to-each operations and the appa.mntrequirement for complex and fine-grain MIMD control of execution.
Thus these languages are not parallel programming languages.
Languages in which data-parallelism is the mechanism used to specify actual parallel computation such as *Lisp, MPL, and DAP-Fortran have historically targeted specific SIMD parallel computers.
More recent languages like CMFortran and C* are portable across various SIMD and MIMD machines. The aggregates in these languages are restricted to flat arrays distributed in a regular manner over processors in an effort to predict and minimize communication requirements in execution [KLS+90, Prin90] . Because aggregates are flat, only a limited class of arithmetic and logical operations maybe applied in a data-parallel fashion.
Consequently, using these languages, it is not possible to directly express nested parallelism -the data-parallel application of a function which is itself data-parallel.
For example, a data-parallel sort function can not be applied in parallel to every sequence in a collection of sequences. Yet this is the key step in several parallel divide-and-conquer sorting algorithms. Indeed, there is extensive evidence that nested data-parallelism is an important component in the compact expression of efficient parallel computations [Ble190, Ski190, MNP+91]. The difficulty is not in the languages, since general &ta-parallel languages can easily express nested parallel computations. Rather the problem lies in the difficulty of translating nested parallelism to achieve efficient parallel execution.
A major step in this direction was taken in [Ble190] where it was shown that for nested sequence aggregates subject to a restricted set of operations, an equivalent vector model program operating on segmented flat sequencescan be derived. The vector model is efficiently executed on a wide class of parallel machines. Building on these techniques, the transformations presented in this paper give a simple mechanism to transform the fully general data-parallelism available in Proleus programs into the vector model.
Related work
The problem of deriving parallel programs by transformation has received wide attention.
In this paper, we are concerned specifically with the translation of data-parallelism, so we restrict our review of related work to that concerned with the implementation of nested parallelism. For example, function values must be ftdly-parameterized, set-valued aggregates are not considered, the set of scalar types is limited, and only a small number of operations on sequences are provided. Extension of this last restriction should be relatively simple. To achieve programs that meet all of these restrictions, prior directed transformation steps may be required. The restrictions are not overly limiting because the subset is highly expressive.
CM
The types of T include scalar types, arbitrarily nested sequences, tuple types and function types generated by the following CFG:
In contrast to data-parallel languages that do not distinguish between tuples and sequences, the sequences in Pare homogeneous. This requirement is needed to statically type all expressions.
Expressions in Pare composed using the constructs in Table 1 . A small number of basic functions predefine in P are given in Table 2 The remaining construct in P is the i{erator which is the source of all data-parallelism. Its form is:
where x is an identifier, d is a sequence-valued expression of type Seq(a) called the domain of the iterator, and e is an expression of type~under the awumption that free occurrences of identifier x have type a. The ite~tor yields a value of type Seq(j?) defined as follows (e is the syntactic replacement of every free e? occurrenc of x in e by the expression y):
This definition gives the value of an arbitrary element of the result independent of the values of the other elements, hence a natural implementation is to evaluate all elements of the result in parallel.
It is often convenient to restrict the set of values for which e will be evaluated to elements from d satisfying a predicate b in which there are free occurrences of x. Thus we define
The subset P is a flexible and comprehensive notation that can be used to express scalar functions, 
and nested data-parallel functions,
We now turn to the transformation of q.
Transforming T to data-parallel form
The expressive utility of the iterator construct comes from its ability to give a per-element speciflcat.ion of an aggregate result. In this view, an iterator sits at the head of a syntax tree that is repeatedly evaluated with different values for the bound variable to yield successive elements of the result. This per-element view of the computation is, however, rather different horn a dataparallel computation in which operations are applied to aggregates of daa instead of single elements.
To place an arbitrary expression involving iterators into a form suitable for data-parallel execution, we use transformation rules that distribute the iterators through the constructs of 9 toward the leaves of the syntax tree. When fully distributed through all the internal nodes of a syntax tree, iterators enclose leaves that are simple constants or references to variables. The conformability requirement permits selection of corresponding elements ftom all arguments based on the nesting structure of one argument (the fmt argument in this case).
Deftitions of~will be overloaded to permit particular arguments to omit the depth d frame.
Semantically, such arguments are considered to be replicated into a depth d frame to be conformable with the remaining arguments. This is a generalization of scalar extension found in the operations of many data-parallel languages. .N]) (3.3) and this is the form of (3.1) that is suited for dataparallel execution (after gl is transformed). where ik is bound in iterator k. The expression replacing the iterator nest must yield elements arranged in a depth u' frame.
Generally speaking, the transformation of the upper bound expression ek of the domain in iterator k < d yields a depth k-1 frame of upper bounds @e~, hence the values assumed by ik are given by V = rangelk-l ('c(ek)). To expand this value to a depth d frame, we must replicate the values in V according to the domain sizes of the iterators k+ 1 ... d. Since the size of the domain in iterator j on each nested invocation is given by the upper bound expression ej, this can be accomplished with the expression
For example, in the following two iterators [i + [l. .N]:
we have~(el)=N and~(e2)= range 10 (N) = [l.
.N]. These iterators can be replaced by the expressions
respectively. In the syntax-directed transformation rules that follow, the expressions replacing iterator nests are constructed incrementally, with the depth of all bound variables increased each time an iterator is encountered. such as C with the C Vector Library of [BCS+90] .
Here, we characterize such an implementation, V, as a flat, low-level data-parallel notation that may be viewed as a further restriction of P.
The types of Ware scalar types, flat sequence types, tuple types and function types that are generated by the following CFG:
The basic constructors of 'Vinclude the constructors given in Table 1 . Note that W does not include the iterator construct. The operations of ware the operations given in table 2, and the depth 1 parallel extensions of each of these functions.
Representation of Nested

Sequences
All values of P, with the exception of nested sequences and sequencesof tuples, can be directl represented in W. 2 A sequence value in P with type Seq (cz) for some type a. in P and d 21 has a vector representation in IV as follows. A collection of k vectors VI, ... . V~are used, where V1 ,..,Vd are descriptor vectors, VI is always a singleton vector and Vd+l ,..,Vk are value vectors, If a is a scalar type then k = d+l, but if a is a tuple type then k > d+l. A vector representation and its equivalent nesting tree representation are shown in figure 1. Each descriptor vector indicates the partitioning for the vector on the level below. An important characteristic of this representation is that VI Si<d#Vi+l=ZVi Only adjacent descriptor vectors are directly related to each other, so maintaining a consistent representation when performing sequence operations is relatively simple. Note that empty sequences at the leaves of the nesting tree are represented by a zero index in the lowestlevel descriptor vector.
Representation ofi [ [[ Z', i'l, [3, g,811, [[31, [4,3, The insert operation forms a depth d+k sequenee from a sequence of depth k+ 1 and another sequence of depth gn%ter than d. In our translation, the sec-ondsequence is always the same as the sequence used in an extract operation, but this is not required. use~1, the simple depth 1 parallel extension of , to be J used in all contexts. To achieve the effect of~(e), we flatten the frame around values in e, apply~1, and restore the frame around the result of this application. This is accomplished by using the extract operation to remove the nesting frame of a sequence so the simple data-parallel function can be applied. The result is then re-attached to a frame using the insert instruction as shown in figure 3 . This principle is the basis for our translation rule. It eliminates the need for the higher depth parallel extensions of functions. The translation rule for application of~with d >1 is:
If f is a function-valued parameter to a function g, it is necessary to passf in invocations of g as a pair (j fl), so that the correct version can be used in a given context.
Implementation of Functions of !tJ
After application of the translation rule, all expressions in Pare in terms of the basic functions of W. To realize parallel execution, W is in turn translated to some executable notation. In our case this is C with the vector operations provided by CVL. The details of the implementation in CVL of the operations in table 2 and their depth 1 parallel extensions is beyond the scope of the current paper. With these implementations and the translation rule, we can claim that all possible expressions in P can be represented and executed using only constructs in V. If the source parameter is freed relative to the surrounding iterators, there is no need to replicate it when using iterator transformations. If the replication is applied in these cases, the result is that each set of index values would retrieve from their own copy of the source sequence, clearly a waste of time and space. We can avoid such waste by not always replicating depth O argument frames.
Vector
Clearly it would be advantageous to increase the set of predefine functions in IV since their direct implementation can be much more efficient than their evaluation as a user-defined function. Consider, for example, the function j'latten defined in section 2.
Flatten can be implemented simply by creating a new descriptor vector for the values rather than by creating a new value using the reduce and concat function definitions.
Example
We illustrate the transformations and translations 
Combining all the results yields the transformed version of the function sqsl:
The translation rule must be applied to both the top level expression and the transformed function. In addition to providing a route to parallel execution of high-level &ta-parallel programs, the transformations can also be of use in a sequential setting. One of the objections often raised to the iterator construct is that it incurs substantial overhead in the repeated evaluation of the iterator body. The transformation rules suggest, however, that by replacing the iterators with vector primitives, the overhead of repeated calls can be eliminated.
Conclusions
We have described a simple transformational framework for achieving parallel execution of high-level, dataparallel programs.
We have implemented these transformations on Proteus programs using the KIDS system and can execute the results. 
